Professional Development Roundtables

ROUNDTABLE #2

Wednesday, November 13, 12-2PM
Lydeen Library (lunch provided)

THE ROAD TO PUBLICATION: SUBMITTING ARTICLES, UNDERSTANDING CRITICISM, AND THE ART OF RESUBMITTING

What do I do when I’m rejected?
How do I know if I’ve been given good feedback?

On the road to publication, many academics experience the same challenges. Rejection is perhaps the most common aspect of article submission. Professors will discuss tips for preparing an article submission and strategies for when your work is rejected. Students will learn about the most common mistakes made during the submission process, identifying helpful feedback given by editors, and the strategic choices that will improve resubmission and ultimately publication.

Panel: Maarten van Delden, Adriana Bergero

RSVP at: https://forms.gle/eeoYWbZJFvRJ3rxB9